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Objectives of today’s discussion

1. Introduce common terminology in wildfire risk sciences

2. Develop a working knowledge of how quantitative wildfire 
risk assessments are conducted

3. Understand how climate, fuels, weather and topography are 
included in wildfire risk assessments
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– background

– process and terminology

Part II: 2017 PNW QWRA as an 
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Part III: Linkages to the WUI
– Community exposure

Part IV: Conclusions/Questions Kari Greer



Where do we have decision space?

1. How often should we update the fire hazard assessment?
2. Do we assess today’s conditions that reflect recent large fires, like Bootleg, which will 

show the community of Sycan Estates as having low burn probability for 5 – 10 years, or 
fuel conditions that will develop as the forest regenerates?

3. Is a structure evaluated at its location only, or within some specified distance around the 
structure.

4. Research has shown ember showers are a major contributor to structure ignition. Do we 
want to make an attempt to incorporate this exposure as well, specifically for those 
structure not directly exposed to a flaming front?

5. How do we handle fuels in areas like the Willamette Valley? There are many grass seed 
fields that used to be burned by farmers but that practice has diminished. Should we 
model these at their peak loadings before harvest, or after?

6. Do we determine exposure on burn probability only, or burn probability and fire intensity?
7. Do we want to assess fire intensity at peak levels or with the central tendency of fire 

intensity across all simulated fires?
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2020 Holiday Farm fire
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Risk management 
process
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Fundamentals of wildfire risk assessments

Wildfire risk vs. hazard
– Hazard assessment vs. 

effects analysis/valuation
– Burn probability
– Fire intensity
– Susceptibility 

• Response functions

– Relative importance
– Conditional net value change (cNVC)
– Expected net value change (eNVC)

Home/community exposure
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cNVC: a formal system for quantifying fire risk

Scott et al. 2013
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Part II: Example

Part II: A relevant example to reinforce 
these concepts



Burn Probability

Part II: Ex. Burn probability



Fire intensity 

– measured by 
flame length

Part II: Ex. Fire intensity



Part II: Ex. values
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Part II: Ex. Response functions



Part II: Ick, get this off my screen



Part II: Ex. Relative importance 

PP = people and property
INFRA = infrastructure
WATER = H2O
TIMBER = timber
WILD = wildlife habitat
VC = vegetation condition



Part II: Examples



Part III: Linkages to the wildland-urban interface



Exposure to wildfire

Any structure/community with a 
greater than zero burn probability 
has exposure

Can stratify exposure based on burn 
probability and fire intensity

Can stratify communities based on 
number of exposed homes and burn 
probability, or burn probability 
integrated with fire intensity

Part III: Structure/community exposure

2018 Camp Fire
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Burn Probability



https://wildfirerisk.org
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https://wildfirerisk.org/


Community exposure

Burn probability
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Community exposure

Burn probability
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Our decision space
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State of Washington adopted WUI code in 2004, updated to the 2018 International 
Wildland Urban Interface Code

State of California adopted new codes in 2007, took effect on new construction in 2008

https://www.sacbee.com/news/california/fires/article227665284.html

https://www.sacbee.com/news/california/fires/article227665284.html


2020 Slater Fire



2019 - 204 Cow Fire, Malheur NF – photo by D. Hannibal



Contemporary climate

Prism Climate Group - http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/



Initial attack (IA) “Success” & Implications

IA Efficiency largely unchanged, but:
Fire are more expensive
Fires now cause more damage
Fuel conditions dramatically 
changed (stand-landscape)

IA success never be 100%.  We will 
always have big fires.


